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Joint Source-Channel Coding for the Arbitrarily Varying Wyner-Ziv
Source and Gel’fand-Pinsker Channel
Amir Winshtok and Yossef Steinberg
Abstract— In this work we characterize the rate-distortion
function of a Wyner-Ziv source, depending on an arbitrarily
varying state, known non-causally at the encoder. We then
consider the problem of joint source-channel coding of this
source transmitted over an arbitrarily varying Gel’fand-Pinsker
channel, where we assume that one jammer controls both, the
source state sequence and the channel state sequence. Utilizing
our result, and a previous result by Ahlswede on the capacity
of the arbitrarily varying Gel’fand-Pinsker channel, we show
that a separation principle for this setup holds. A by product
of this result is that the best strategy for the jammer, is to
choose the source state and the channel state sequences in such
a manner, that the Wyner-Ziv source and the Gel’fand-Pinsker
channel look like independent of each other. This implies that
a separation holds also with respect to the operation of the
jammer, as the jammer employing the best strategy (from his
point of view) can be split into two non cooperating jammers,
one of which controls only the source state sequence, and the
other controls only the channel state sequence.
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Fig. 1. An arbitrarily varying Wyner-Ziv source with side information at
the encoder

evaluated at D is not larger than the capacity of the arbitrarily
varying Gel’fand-Pinsker channel. In other words, no loss in
optimality is incurred if we separate the source coding form
the channel coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. ARBITRARILY VARYING WYNER-ZIV SOURCE

Source and channel models that depend on state variables
have been studied intensively with various assumptions on
the way the state parameter is selected and on the knowledge
of the state parameter in the encoder/decoder. In this work
we consider a source where no statistical model of the way
the state variables are selected is available, and under the
assumption that they are known in a non-causal manner
at the encoder. We consider a rate-distortion problem of a
source that produces a pair (U, V ) of random variables with
probability depending on the state variable. The variable
U is considered as the source we would like to compress
and reconstruct at the decoder with a given distortion level,
and V serves as side information at the decoder. We refer
to this source as an arbitrarily varying Wyner-Ziv source.
The rate-distortion result we prove states that the minimum
rate needed to achieve a distortion level D is the maximum
of the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function, over all possible
memoryless state distributions.
We then consider the problem of joint source-channel
coding of this source transmitted over an arbitrarily varying
Gel’fand-Pinsker channel. Utilizing our result, and a previous
result by Ahlswede [4] on the capacity of the arbitrarily
varying Gel’fand-Pinsker channel, we show that a separation
principle for this setup holds, that is, a distortion level D is
achievable if and only if the source rate-distortion function

Let {(Ui , Vi )}∞
i=1 denote a sequence of independent random variables (RVs) U and V , taking values in the finite
sets U and V, respectively, with joint probability PU,V |S .
s is a state variable, taking values in the finite set S. The
state sequence S n is drawn according to some distribution,
or arbitrarily, as will be defined later on.
Consider the system described in Fig. 1. We would like to
encode a sequence of source symbols of length n, U n , into
codewords of rate R bits per source symbol. We assume that
the encoder has an access to the state sequence sn . At the
decoder, an approximation of the source is constructed. The
quality of reconstruction (approximation) is measured with
respect to (w.r.t.) the distortion measure
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n

d(un , ûn ) =

1X
d(ui , ûi )
n i=1

(1)

where ûn is the reconstruction sequence, and the letters
ûi take values in the finite set Û, and where d(u, û) is
a single letter distortion measure, bounded by Dmax . The
rate-distortion function R(D) is the minimal rate for which
an encoder and decoder system described above exists for
sufficiently large n, with distortion arbitrary close to the
given distortion level D. In this section we characterize the
rate-distortion function of the described source, when the
state sequence is chosen in an arbitrary manner from the set
of all available state sequences.
A. Definitions and known results
We start with definitions of three source models, distinguished by the way the state sequence is selected. For a given
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state sequence sn , the probability of the sequences (un , v n )
is given by:
PU n ,V n |S n (un , v n |sn ) =

n
Y

PU,V |S (ui , vi |si ).

i=1

(3)

and a deterministic decoding function
ϕ : {1, . . . , 2nR } × V n → Û n ,


∆δ (sn ) , (un , v n ) ∈ U n × V n :

d(un , ϕ(f (un , sn ), v n )) > D + δ . (6)

(2)

For shorthand notation, we will denote this probability by
ψ(un , v n |sn ). We define a Wyner-Ziv source with random
parameters (RP-WZ) as a source such that snQis chosen
n
iid with known probability q, i.e., PS n (sn ) = i=1 q(si ).
We denoted this source by {q, PU,V |S }. Note that the RPWZ source is actually a regular WZ source, where the S
component, available at the encoder, is not part of the reconstruction. Thus it can be expressed as a WZ source (U, S),
with side information V , where the distortion measure is
insensitive to the S component.
For any finite set M , let P(M ) stand for the set of all
probability distributions on M . Let Q be a subset of P(S). A
Compound WZ (C-WZ) source is a RP-WZ source where sn
is chosen in an iid manner with unknown probability from the
set Q. We denote this source by {Q, PU,V |S }. A {q, PU,V |S }
RP-WZ source is a special case of a {Q, PU,V |S } C-WZ
source with Q = {q}.
Let Qn be a subset of P(S n ). Note that it may contain
atoms (i.e., probability distributions that put all the mass on
a single sequence), as well as memoryless state distributions.
Let Q be a sequence in n of Qn , i.e., Q = {Qn }∞
n=1 .
The state sequence of length n in an Arbitrarily Varying
Wyner-Ziv (AV-WZ) source model is chosen with unknown
probability from the set Qn . We denote this source by
{Q, PU,V |S }. If for every n, Qn = P(S n ), the AV-WZ
source is denoted by {PU,V |S }. A {Q, PU,V |S } C-WZ source
is a special
 Qn case of an {Q, PU,V |S } AV-WZ source with
Qn =
i=1 q, q ∈ Q , for every n.
We proceed to define rate-distortion codes (or simply
codes) for the AV-WZ source. Since the RP-WZ and C-WZ
sources are spacial cases of an AV-WZ source, the definitions
of rate-distortion codes hold for all types of sources that we
mentioned thus far. We distinguish between three classes of
such codes. The first class is the class of deterministic ratedistortion codes. An (R, n, D) deterministic rate-distortion
code consists of a deterministic encoding function
f : U n × S n → {1, . . . , 2nR }

D + δ, i.e.,

(4)

such that the maximal distortion (over all state distributions
in Qn ) is bounded by D:
X X
D ≥ sup
q(sn )ψ(un , v n |sn )
q∈Qn sn un ,v n


d un , ϕ(f (un , sn ), v n ) . (5)
The rate of the code is R. We denote this code by (f, ϕ).
Fix a state sequence sn . Let ∆δ (sn ) be the set of all pairs
of sequences (un , v n ) ∈ U n ×V n with distortion greater than

We refer to ∆δ (sn ) as the miss represented set, given sn .
For notational convenience we will omit the δ and simply
denote the miss represented set by ∆(sn ).
The second class is the class of randomized-encoder ratedistortion codes. An (R, n, D) randomized-encoder ratedistortion code consists of an encoder probability distribution
over the set {1, . . . , 2nR }, depending on the source sequence
un and the source state sequence sn , r(·|un , sn ), and a
deterministic decoding function ϕ (4), such that the maximal
distortion (over all state distributions in Qn ) is bounded by
D:
nR

D ≥ sup

2
X X X

q(sn )ψ(un , v n |sn )

q∈Qn sn un ,v n
l=1


r(l|un , sn )d un , ϕ(l, v n ) . (7)
We denote this code by (r, ϕ). A deterministic code is a
special case of a randomized-encoder code where r(·|un , sn )
puts all the mass on f (un , sn ).
The third class is the class of correlated rate-distortion
codes. An (R, n, D) correlated rate-distortion code consists of a collection of deterministic (R, n, D) codes,
{(f γ , ϕγ )}γ∈Γ , together with a probability distribution µ on
the codes collection Γ. Before encoding begins, one code
out of the collection is chosen at random, according to the
distribution µ. We assume both the encoder and the decoder
know the randomly selected code. The maximal distortion
of the correlated code (over all state distributions in Qn ) is
bounded by D:
XX X
D ≥ sup
µ(γ)q(sn )ψ(un , v n |sn )
q∈Qn

γ∈Γ sn un ,v n


d un , ϕγ (f γ (un , sn ), v n ) . (8)

We denote this code by (µ, Γ, {(f γ , ϕγ )}γ∈Γ ). A
randomized-encoder code is a special case of a correlated
code if all the deterministic codes in the collection have
the same decoding function, ϕγ = ϕ. Note that the miss
represented set is defined currently only for deterministic
codes. This notion can be extended to the randomizedencoder and correlated codes classes, by defining it properly
as random sets. However, for the purpose of the analysis
presented in this work, the notion of miss represented sets
for deterministic codes suffices.
Fix a source model and coding class. A rate distortion pair
(R, D) is said to be achievable, for the selected source model
with the selected coding class, if for every δ > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists an (R, n, D + δ) code from the
selected class. The closure of the achievable rate-distortion
pairs is called the rate-distortion region. The rate-distortion
function is the boundary of the rate distortion region, i.e.,
the infimum of the achievable rates with distortion not more
than D.
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We denote by RQ (D) (resp. RQ (D), R(D)) the
rate distortion function of the source {Q, PU,V |S } (resp.
{Q, PU,V |S } , {PU,V |S }), under deterministic coding. Note
that Q can contain a single distribution, in which case it is the
random-parameter WZ source, with rate distortion function
q
Q
Q
Rq (D). The functions Rrnd
(D), Rrnd
(D), Rrnd
(D) and
Rrnd (D) are defined similarly, with random encoding, and
q
Q
Q
the functions Rcorr
(D), Rcorr
(D), Rcorr
(D) and Rcorr (D)
with correlated encoding.
Cover and Chiang [3] characterized the rate-distortion
function of a RP-WZ source, using deterministic codes. An
application of their result to our model is stated next. It
should be noted that this result can also be deduced directly
from [6].
Theorem 1 ([3], [6]): The rate-distortion function of a
{q, PU,V |S } RP-WZ source using deterministic codes is
given by:


(9)
Rq (D) = min I(Z; S, U ) − I(Z; V )
M(D)

where M(D) is the set of all random variables
{S, U, V, Z, Û} with joint probability distribution
PS,U,V,Z,Û = qPU,V |S PZ|U,S PÛ |Z,V , such that the
average distortion between U and Û is not more than D,
i.e., Ed(U, Û ) ≤ D. The external random variable Z takes
values in the finite set Z. The distributions PZ|U,S and
PÛ |Z,V are subject to optimization. We remark that Theorem
1 can be derived directly from [6], by defining Ũ , (U, S),
PŨ ,V , PU,V |S PS and considering the distortion measure
d(Ũ , Û ) , d(U, Û).
Inspection of the proof of the Theorem allows one to show
that for every rate greater than the rate-distortion function,
there exists a sequence (in n) of (R, n, D) codes such that
the probability of the miss represented set is exponentially
small with the blocklength n, i.e.,
X
P (∆(S n )) =
q(sn )ψ(∆(sn )|sn ) ≤ e−nα .
(10)
sn

The exponential coefficient α is positive, and depends on
PS,U,V and on δ. For later use, we denote by ∆q (sn ) and by
αq , the miss represented set and its exponential coefficient,
respectively, of a codes sequence that achieves the ratedistortion function Rq (D) and (10) for the {q, PU,V |S } RPWZ source. Note that the miss represented set depends only
on the code (f, ϕ), and does not depend on the distribution
q. We superscript ∆ by q for notational convenience, to
emphasize that it is the miss represented set of a code that
achieves R and D with the state distribution q.
B. The rate-distortion function
Our first result is a characterization of an AV-WZ source
rate-distortion function, under deterministic coding. It is
stated in the next Theorem.
Theorem 2: The deterministic code rate-distortion function of the AV-WZ source {PU,V |S }, is given by:
q

R(D) = max R (D).
q∈P(S)

We start the proof with some definitions. Let sn be a
sequence from S n . We denote its type by T (sn ). For a
given type t, S(t, n) is the set of all n-length sequences
with elements in S of type t. Finally, T (n, S) is the set of
all types of n-length sequences with elements in S.
The converse part of Theorem 2 follows almost immediately from Theorem 1 and the definition of an AV-WZ
source. If an achievable rate-distortion pair (R, D) satisfies
R < maxq∈P(S) Rq (D), then there exists a probability
∗
distribution q ∗ ∈ P(S) such that R < Rq (D). From the
assumption that R is achievable, there exists an (n, R, D)
deterministic code, with distortion not more than D for every
state sequence sn . Averaging the distortion with respect to
q ∗ results in a contradiction to Theorem 1.
The achievability part of the Theorem is shown using
arguments dual to those of Ahlswede [2]. The first step is
to extend the RP-WZ source rate-distortion function (9) to
the compound setup, namely to a {P(S), PU,V |S } source.
As in [2], we preassign a probability distribution t′ on S,
to every possible type on S. The choice of t′ is made
so that the resulting performance with codes designed for
t′ is “close” (in a sense that will be made precise later)
to the best possible performance with codes designed for
the distributions in the class Q. The actual type of S n is
passed to the decoder. Since the number of different types
is only polynomial in n, this can be done with a code of
negligible rate, not affecting the overall code rate. With the
concatenated structure, every rate R ≥ supq∈Q Rq (D) can
be achieved with distortion level not higher than D, and
therefore RQ (D) = supq∈Q Rq (D). In particular, it also
follows that RP(S) (D) = maxq∈P(S) Rq (D), as P(S) is
closed.
Next, applying the robustification technique (RT), as stated
in [2], allows one to show that given a deterministic code
for a {P(S), PU,V |S } C-WZ source with distortion level
D, a correlated code with the same distortion level can be
constructed for the {PU,V |S } AV-WZ source. This implies
that Rcorr (D) ≤ RP(S) (D).
The elimination technique (ET) [1] is then used to show
that the size of the codes space Γ (corresponding to the
amount of correlation) does not have to be too large: In fact,
only polynomial number (in blocklength) of codes in the
set is sufficient. The polynomial correlation can be passed
to the decoder, with a negligible increase in the rate. Thus
we conclude that for that case, any rate achievable with a
correlated code, is also achieved by a randomized encoder
code. In other words, Rrnd (D) = Rcorr (D). Combining
the ET result with the RT result yield that Rrnd (D) ≤
RP(S) (D).
Generally speaking, in an informed encoder scenario, a
randomized-encoder code can not outperform a deterministic
code, because for every fixed sn and un

(11)

nR

2
X
i=1
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≥

min

i∈{1,...,2nR }

h 
i
E d (un , ϕ(i, V n )) un , sn , (12)

the miss represented set probability is exponentially small
with blocklength.

where the expectation is w.r.t the RV V n . Therefore, given
a randomized-encoder code, one can define a deterministic
code, by:

P (∆Q (S n ))
X
=
q(sn )ψ(∆Q (sn )|sn )

(18)

sn

f (un , sn ) =

(a)

=

h 
i
argmin E d (un , ϕ(i, V n )) un , sn . (13)

A deterministic code defined in this way has a distortion
level which is not higher than the original randomizedencoder code distortion level. Thus, the rate-distortion region
achieved by deterministic codes is the same as the region
achieved with randomized-encoder codes. In other words,
R(D) = Rrnd (D). Combining this observation with the
ET and RT results yield that R(D) ≤ RP(S) (D). Since a
{P(S), PU,V |S } C-WZ source is a special case case of an
{PU,V |S } AV-WZ source, the opposite inequality, R(D) ≥
RP(S) (D), is obvious. This will conclude the proof of
Theorem 2.
In the following subsections these results are proved
formally.
1) C-WZ source rate-distortion function:
Theorem 3: Let {Q, PU,V |S } be a C-WZ source. The
deterministic code rate-distortion function is given by:
RQ (D) = sup Rq (D).

(14)

q∈Q

Proof: Theorem 1 asserts that for every q ∈ Q and for
every rate R > supq∈Q Rq (D), there exists a deterministic
codes (f q , ϕq ) with distortion level not higher than D,
with exponentially small miss represented set probability.
Preassign for every type of state sequence t ∈ T (n, S), a
unique index it ∈ {1, . . . , |T (n, S)|} and a state distribution
t′ ∈ Q such that:
X
′
ψ(∆t (sn )|sn ) ≤
sn ∈S(t,n)

inf

q∈Q

X

ψ(∆q (sn )|sn ) + e−ǫn

(15)

sn ∈S(t,n)

for some fixed ǫ > 0. Since the number of types is only
polynomial in n, |T (n, S)| ≤ (n + 1)|S| , the encoder can
inform the type t to the decoder using a concatenation of
the index it , without increasing the asymptotic rate. Define
a concatenated deterministic code for every sequence sn ∈
S(t, n) by:
′

f (un , sn ) = (f t (un , sn ), it )
n

t′

n

ϕ((i, it ), v ) = ϕ (i, v )

(16)
(17)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR }. That is, the encoder concatenated
the type index of sn , it , with the index given by the
′
appropriate preassigned encoding function f t (un , sn ). The
decoder uses the index it in order to approximate un using
′
the appropriate decoder ϕt . Let ∆Q (sn ) be the miss represented set of the suggested concatenated code. The following
equation shows that for every given state probability q ∈ Q,

q(S(t, n))

X

(b)

≤

q(S(t, n)) inf

′

ψ(∆t (sn )|sn ) (19)

sn ∈S(t,n)

t∈T (n,S)

i∈{1,...,2nR }

X

X

q̃∈Q

t∈T (n,S)

X

sn ∈S(t,n)
q̃ n
n

ψ(∆ (s )|s ) + e−ǫn (20)
(c)

≤

X

inf

q̃∈Q

q(sn )ψ(∆q̃ (sn )|sn ) + e−ǫn

e−αq n + e−ǫn

≤

(21)

sn

(22)

where (a) holds because all sequences in S(t, n) have
the same probability, (b) holds by equation (15), and (c)
holds because summation of infimas is less than infimum
of the summation. This analysis shows that RQ (D) ≤
supq∈Q Rq (D). The opposite inequality is obvious. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we will interested in the set
Q , P(S). Application of Theorem 3 to P(S) is stated in
the next corollary.
Corollary 4: Let {P(S), PU,V |S } be a C-WZ source. The
deterministic code rate-distortion function is given by:
RP(S) (D) = max Rq (D).
q∈P(S)

(23)

Proof: The corollary is a simple application of Theorem
3, the compactness of the set P(S) and the continuity of
Rq (D) as a function of q.
2) Application of the Robustification Technique: Let Πn
be the set of all permutations of length n. We denote
members of Πn simply by π. We next quote the RT, as stated
in [2].
Let h : S n → [0, 1] be a given function. If, for some fixed
α ∈ (0, 1), and for every memoryless distribution q ∈ P(S),
the function h satisfies:
X
q(sn )h(sn ) ≤ α,
(24)
sn

then h satisfies for every sn ∈ S n
1 X
h(πsn ) ≤ αn ,
n!

(25)

π∈Πn

where αn , α(n + 1)|S| .
We use the RT following [2]. By corollary 4, every
rate R > RP(S) (D) can be achieved with a deterministic
code such that the miss represented set ∆P(S) (sn ) has a
probability not more than α = e−ǫ1 n , ǫ1 > 0. In other
words, for every q ∈ P(S)
X
q(sn )ψ(∆P(S) (sn )|sn ) ≤ α.
(26)
sn

n

Define h(s ) by:
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h(sn ) fulfills the RT hypothesis (24). Therefore, for every
sn ∈ S n :
1 X
ψ(∆P(S) (πsn )|πsn ) ≤ αn
(28)
n!
π∈Πn

o
n
)
.
were αn = e−ǫ1 n (n + 1)|S| = exp −n(ǫ1 − |S| ln(n+1)
n
Next, let us define a collection of deterministic codes as
follows. For every π ∈ Πn define:
f π (un , sn ) =
π

n

ϕ (i, v ) =

f (πun , πsn )
π

−1

(29)

n

ϕ(i, πv )

(30)

Let ∆π (sn ) be the miss represented set of the deterministic
code (f π , ϕπ ). Observe that:
∆π (sn )
(a)

{(un , v n ) : d(un , ϕπ (f π (un , sn ), v n ))

=

> D + δ} (31)
(b)

n

=

n

n

{(u , v ) : d(u , π

−1

n

ϕ(f (πu , πsn ), πv n ))
> D + δ} (32)

(c)

=

{(un , v n ) : d(πun , ϕ(f (πun , πsn ), πv n ))
> D + δ} (33)

(d)

=

π −1 {(un , v n ) : d(un , ϕ(f (un , πsn ), v n ))
> D + δ} (34)

=

π −1 ∆P(S) (πsn )

(35)

where (a) is by the definition of ∆π (sn ), (b) is by the
definition of the code (f π , ϕπ ) (29) and (30), (c) is a result
of the definition of the distortion measure (1), and (d) is
obtained by the substitution of variables πun → un and
πv n → v n .
Define a correlated code (µ, Πn , {(f π , ϕπ )}π∈Πn ) by letting µ be a uniform distribution on the set Πn . Let ∆(sn ) be
the miss represented set of this code. We will upper bound
the miss represented set probability for every fix sn ∈ S n
by:
n

αn

j=1

 

L


X
Eexp β 
Kj (sn ) − Lλ ≤


j=1

e−βLλ 1 + eβ e−ǫn

(37)
(38)
(39)

where (a) is from the definition of the correlated code, (b)
is from (35), (c) is from the memoryless structure of the
conditional probability of the WZ source (2) and (d) is the
result of the RT (28). Therefore, we can conclude that every
rate R > RP(S) (D) can be achieved with a correlated code.
In other words, Rcorr (D) ≤ RP(S) (D).

(40)

∆Lj (sn ) is the miss represented set of the deterministic code
(f Lj , ϕLj ). The expectation of Kj (sn ), with respect to Lj
satisfies EKj (sn ) ≤ e−ǫn . Note that the expectation is w.r.t.
Lj only, and sn is a specific sequence held fixed. Moreover,
Kj (sn ), j = 1, 2, . . . , L, are independent of each other.
Fix n sufficiently large such that λ > e−ǫn . Then, for
every β > 0:


L
X
P
Kj (sn ) ≥ Lλ ≤

(36)

π∈Πn

≤

Kj (sn ) = ψ(∆Lj (sn )|sn ).

n

ψ(∆(s )|s )
1 X
(a)
=
ψ(∆π (sn )|sn )
n!
π∈Πn
1 X
(b)
=
ψ(π −1 ∆P(S) (πsn )|sn )
n!
π∈Πn
1 X
(c)
=
ψ(∆P(S) (πsn )|πsn )
n!
(d)

3) Elimination Technique for rate-distortion: The application of the RT in subsection II-B.2 shows that the ratedistortion function of an AV-WZ source under correlated
coding is not more than that of a C-WZ source rate-distortion
function under deterministic coding. The common randomness used in a correlated codes is their major drawback. We
will state and prove next a Theorem based on Ahlswede’s
Elimination Technique (ET) [1] showing that the size of the
codes space Γ (corresponding to the amount of correlation)
does not have to be too large: In fact, only polynomial large
size in blocklength n is sufficient. Thus, the polynomial correlation can be passed to the decoder using a concatenation of
codes, concluding that any rate achievable with a correlated
code, can also be achieved by a randomized-encoder code.
The Theorem is stated and proved next.
Theorem 5: Let {PU,V |S } be an AV-WZ source and let
(µ, Γ, {f γ , g γ }γ∈Γ ) be a sequence of correlated codes with
miss represented set probability e−ǫn , ǫ > 0. Then, for every
fixed λ ∈ (0, 1) and every sufficiently large n there exists
a correlated code (µ∗ , Γ∗ , {f γ , g γ }γ∈Γ∗ ) such that the code
collection is a subset of the original code collection with
|Γ∗ | ≤ n2 , and the miss represented set probability is not
more than λ.
Proof: Let L be an integer to be chosen later, and let
Lj , j = 1, . . . , L be a sequence of iid RVs with probability
µ. Fix sn and define Kj (sn ) by:

L

. (41)

The last inequality holds since for x ∈ [0, 1] and β > 0,
we have eβx ≤ 1 + xeβ . Choosing
β = 2, L = n2 and

β −ǫn
upper bounding 1 + e e
(for sufficiently large n) by
eλ produce:


n2
X
2
1
Kj (sn ) ≥ λ ≤ e−λn .
(42)
P 2
n j=1
Applying the union bound gives:



n2
X
2
1
P max
Kj (sn ) ≥ λ ≤ |S|n e−λn .
sn
n2 j=1
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Fig. 2. Joint source-channel coding for the arbitrarily varying Wyner-Ziv
source and Gel’fand-Pinsker channel, with side information at the encoder.

Since |S|n grows (only) exponentially with n, we obtain a
super exponential bound for the average miss represented set
probability to exceed λ, for any sn ∈ S n . Therefore, random
selection argument guaranties the exists of a correlated code
(µ∗ , Γ∗ , {f γ , g γ }γ∈Γ∗ ), as in the Theorem. This completes
the proof.
III. JOINT AV-WZ SOURCE AND AV-GP CHANNEL
In this section we will study the problem of joint sourcechannel coding for the arbitrarily varying WZ source and the
Gel’fand-Pinsker (GP) channel [4].
A GP channel is a memoryless channel given by the
transition probability w(y|x, s̃), where x takes values in the
channel finite input alphabet X , and y takes values in the
channel finite output alphabet Y. s̃ is a state variable, takes
values in the finite set S̃, and changes according to some
distribution, or arbitrarily, as will be defined later on.
Consider the system described in Fig. 2. The WZ source
operates at a rate of ρs symbols per second. We would like to
encode a sequence of n source symbols un , into a sequence
of N channel input symbols, xN , that will be transmitted
over the channel operating at a rate of ρc channel uses per
n
=
second. The integers n and N are selected such that N
ρs
.
ρ
and
ρ
are
sometimes
referred
to
as
the
bandwidth
s
c
ρc
expansion ratios of the source and the channel, respectively,
or just rates. We will assume that the encoder has an access to
the source state sequence, sn , and the channel state sequence,
s̃N . The aim of the decoder is to use the channel output
sequence y N and the SI sequence v n , in order to approximate
the source sequence, with the sequence ûn , where ûi takes
values in the finite reproduction alphabet Û. The quality of
the joint source-channel coding is evaluated w.r.t. the fidelity
criterion defined in (1). We are interested in the minimal
achievable distortion level, for given pair of rates ρs , ρc .
A. Definitions and known results
We first introduce the notation of the channel, and briefly
describe known results on the channel capacity. Consider the
channel w(y|x, s̃) described in Fig. 3. If the state sequence is
chosen in an iid manner with known probability PS̃ = q̃, we
will regard the channel as a Gel’fand-Pinsker (GP) channel,
and will denote it by {q̃, w(y|x, s̃)}. We will denote a code
of length N , rate R and average error probability Pe by
(N, R, Pe ), and the channel capacity by C q̃ .

An arbitrarily varying Gel’fand-Pinsker channel

The capacity formula for this channel was found by
Gel’fand and Pinsker [4], and is given by:


C q̃ = max I(Z; Y ) − I(Z; S̃)
(44)
M

where M is the set of all probability distribution on the quartet of random variables {S̃, X, Y, Z}, with joint probability
distribution PS̃,X,Y,Z = q̃ · w · PZ|S̃ · PX|Z,S̃ . The external
random variable Z takes values in the finite set Z. The
distributions PZ|S̃ and PX|Z,S̃ are subject to optimization.
If the state sequence of length n is chosen with unknown
probability from the set P(S̃ n ), we will regard the channel
as an Arbitrarily Varying GP (AV-GP) channel, and will
denote it by {w(y|x, s̃)}. Exactly like for the AV-WZ source,
one can talk about various coding schemes – deterministic,
randomized-encoder, and correlated. Here, we will consider
only deterministic coding scheme. The (deterministic code)
capacity of an {w(y|x, s̃)} AV-GP, denoted by C, was found
by Ahlswede [2]. His result is stated in the next Theorem.
Theorem 6 ([2]): Let {w(y|x, s̃)} be an AV-GP. The (deterministic code) capacity is positive if and only if for every
state s̃ the discrete memoryless channel w(y|x, s̃) has a
positive capacity. If the capacity is positive, then it is given
by:
C = min C q̃ .
(45)
q̃∈P(S̃)

We return to the communication system described in Fig.
2. Let n and N be integers such that n/N = ρs /ρc . An
(n, N, D) joint source-channel code is defined by an encoder
function f : U n × S n × S̃ N → X N and a decoder function
ϕ : Y N × V n → Û n , such that the maximal distortion (over
all state distributions in P(S n ) and in P(S̃ n )) is bounded
by D:
X X
D ≥ maxn max
q(sn )q̃(s̃N )
q∈P(S ) q̃∈P(S̃ N )
n

n

n

sn ,s̃N un ,v n ,y N
N
n n

ψ(u , v |s )w(y |f (u , s , s̃N ), s̃N )
d(un , ϕ(y N , v n )).

(46)

A rate-distortion level D is said to be achievable if for every
δ > 0 and every sufficiently large n and N there exists an
(n, N, D + δ) code.
A separation Theorem for a random parameters version
of the described communication system, that is, a RP-WZ
source transmitted over a GP channel, was stated by Merhav
and Shamai [5]. An application of their result to our model
is stated in the next Theorem.
Theorem 7: ([5]) Let {q, PU,V |S } be a RP-WZ source
transmitted over a {q̃, w(y|x, s)} GP channel. The distortion
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level D is achievable if and only if:
ρs Rq (D) ≤ ρc C q̃ .

(47)

Our result in this section is a separation Theorem for
the communication model described above. It is stated and
proved next.
Theorem 8: Let {PU,V |S } and {w(y|x, s)} be arbitrarily
varying Gel’fand-Pinsker channel, and Wyner-Ziv source,
respectively. A distortion level D with given rates ρs , ρc
is achievable if and only if
ρs R(D) ≤ ρc C.
(48)
Theorem 8 asserts that no loss is caused when the joint
source-channel encoder is constructed in two independent
stages, as described in Fig. 4. First, the encoder encode the
source with an AV-WZ source encoder, using sn and ignoring
s̃N . Then, the result is encoded with an AV-GP encoder,
using s̃N and ignoring sn . Similarly, the decoder first decode
the channel output with an AV-GP decoder, ignoring v n .
Then, the source sequence is approximated with an AV-WZ
source decoder using v n .
Proof: We start with the sufficiently part. Select a
distortion level D such that ρs R(D) < ρc C. Fix a source
rate Rs and channel rate Rc satisfying ρs R(D) < ρs Rs =
ρc Rc < ρc C. Fix some δ > 0. Theorem 2 guaranties that
for every δ ′ > 0 there exists a source code with rate Rs and
distortion level not more than D + δ ′ . Theorem 6 guaranties
that for every ǫ > 0 there exists a channel code with rate
Rc and error probability not more than ǫ. Create a joint
source-channel code by concatenating the source code with
the channel code as in Fig. 4. The distortion level of the
concatenated code for every given sn and s̃N can be upper
bound by:
i
h
E d(U n , Û n ) sn , s̃N ≤ (1 − ǫ)(D + δ ′ ) + ǫDmax (49)
where Dmax is an upper bound to the (single letter) distortion
measure. Selecting δ ′ and ǫ such that δ > (1 − ǫ)δ ′ +
ǫ(Dmax − D) completes the suffieciency part.
The necessity part is shown by a contradiction to MerhavShamai Theorem [5]. Assume that there exists an achievable
distortion level D such that ρs R(D) > ρc C. Therefore, there

GP Enc

XN

Channel

YN

W ZEnc

GP Enc

Û n

Sn

That is, for any given pair of rates ρc , ρs , no loss in
asymptotic distortion is incurred by separating the source
coding from the channel coding.
B. A Separation Theorem for the arbitrarily varying model

W ZEnc

PU,V |S

Vn

S̃ N

Fig. 4. An optimal separated scheme of a joint source-channel coding
for the arbitrarily varying Wyner-Ziv source and Gel’fand-Pinsker channel,
with side information at the encoder.

exist q ∈ P(S) and q̃ ∈ P(S̃) such that ρs Rq (D) > ρc C q̃ .
Since the distortion level D is achievable, there exists a joint
source-channel code with distortion not more than D for
every source and channel state sequences, sn and s̃N . In
particular, averaging the distortion level of this code with
respect to q and q̃ has a distortion level not more than D,
which contradicts Theorem 7. This completes the proof of
Theorem 8.
It is interesting to examine the result of Theorem 8 when
ρs = ρc = 1. In this case, the two state sequences have
the same rate, and are synchronized. The result implies
that although the state sequences are synchronized, the best
strategy for the jammer is to choose the states so that they
look like independent of each other. Another interpretation
of this result is that a separation principle holds also with
respect to the operation of the jammer: the optimal jammer
can be split into two non cooperating jammers, one of which
has access only to the state sequence of the source, and the
other has access only to the state sequence of the channel.
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